nopCommerce is a leader in ASP.NET-based eCommerce. Powering more than 25,000 live stores across the Web, nopCommerce is a scalable and flexible eCommerce solution, used by both small and medium businesses, in addition to widely known corporations.
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Technology Partnership program overview

Because of our commitment to provide the best eCommerce experience, nopCommerce constantly widens and strengthens its network of technology partners. nopCommerce's technology partnership program targets leading service providers who are willing to expand their client base by including nopCommerce-powered sites.

Technology partners provide their services and software for the benefit of nopCommerce store-owners, helping them to improve their bookkeeping, solve logistics problems, secure their payments and shield themselves against fraud.

nopCommerce seeks to partner with leading software and service providers in the following sectors:

- Payment systems and gateways
- Logistics
- Bookkeeping
- CRM
- Mobile services
- Customer relations software
- Order management
- Security verification
- Shipping and fulfillment
- Reviews and recommendations
- Taxes
- E-mail marketing

For more information and to apply to the nopCommerce Partner visit: [www.nopCommerce.com/becomepartner.aspx](http://www.nopCommerce.com/becomepartner.aspx)
Partnership conditions

Technology partnership conditions may vary depending on the technology partner’s sector. Find the list of requirements and guaranteed benefits below. For more information feel free to contact us at marketing@nopcommerce.com

Requirements

• Annual fee (discussed individually)
• Media and social network support of nopCommerce
• References to nopCommerce on partner’s site “Integrated shopping carts” page or its or equivalent
• Dedicated landing page on partner site

Benefits

• Social media support for partners activities
• Dedicated newsletter drop
• Listing on the “Technology Partners” page
• Partner-dedicated landing page
• Partner-suggested features are closely examined and prioritized for implementation
• Completion of partner satisfaction survey
• Benefits on participation in nopCommerce events
• Other benefits (discussed individually)

* Fee depends on number of newsletter subscribers (more than 80,000 subscribers).
** Suggested features must benefit community growth and product development and would be closely examined by the nopCommerce team

For more information and to apply to the nopCommerce Partner visit: www.nopCommerce.com/becomепartner.aspx